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Intra-team Meeting Minutes 6 
 
Date: 8 December 2011 (Thursday) 
Time: 7pm to 8pm 
Venue:  SIS GSR 2.2  
Attendees: Present: 

1. Choo Chew Peng 
2. Linda Bay 
3. Edward Lay Yong Shun 
4. John Goh Ho Yee 

  
Agenda: 1. Settle on Technical Resources Required 

2. Finalize Project Scope 

 

 
1. Technical Resources Required 

 
ios account: 
- payment error in ios account, jeremy will call apple tmr 
 
AppleTV: 
- Edward will suggest to jeremy for the purchase of appletv from a guy; gets the appletv 
earliest by next monday 

 
2. Finalize Project Scope 

 
Snap-a-photo: 
- Use of AVCaptureSession 
- Possible to post to facebook but requires the creation of a Facebook app to connect to 
and post to Facebook 

 
Notifications for freed up slots: 
- Simulator is able to send out SMS notifications successfully 
-The trigger of the SMS notifications are done from the administrator backend 
- Does not allow users to cancel on the app and so in this case, app would not invoke the 
sendout of the SMS notifications 
- Initial rationale for choosing SMS notifications over local notifications: users are able to 
turn off local notifications while they are unable to do so for SMSes 
- Problems for SMS notifications: administrators have to turn on the app in order for the 
SMS notifications to be sent out; need to edit php codes which are rather messy now. 
- Users have to indicate their interest on the timeslot in order for notifications to be sent 
out to them accordingly (Alert me/Search function that will allow users to indicate their 
interested timeslot) 
- Need to write a new system to check the timeslot is available (yes/no) and a timer 
function (every 15min to check if any slots are freed up) for the sendout of the SMS 
notifications without having to touch the php codes, such that the administrators do not 
need to constantly check and open the app. 
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News & Promotions: 
- Limited number of news feeds can be retrieved at a time (according to the Facebook 
api) 
- Sharing of news also requires the use of the Facebook app 
- Can draw from Group Feed but not sure if able to draw from Page Feed 
 
Timer & Scoreboard: 
- Only iPhone 4s can work; very much limited with the number of users that can use this 
feature 
- Eliminate the use of AppleTV and rather, connect the iPhone directly to the TV display 
(all other features: the timer & scoreboard, remains) 
 
Game Invitation: 
- Explore on the use of SMS form template rather than the conventional system SMS that 
is within the iPhone itself 
- Eliminate the sendout of email templates 
 
Reserve a Pitch: 
- Rather than displaying the calendar, change to the usage of  just having users to select 
date and time (both start and end time) in a dropdown manner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The minute will be circulated among all relevant stakeholders and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Minutes Prepared by:  Choo Chew Peng 
Minutes Vetted by:  Linda Bay 
 
 


